2006 civic

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below market average! Price subject to change.
Subject to primary lenders approval. Must finance through dealer when applicable. Sorry we
cannot extend special internet pricing without a printed copy of the online pricing, and your
in-store price may exceed our special online pricing. To take advantage of our special Internet
discounts, please print this page and present it to your salesperson. Contact Dealer for Details.
All offers are subject to change at any time. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours.
We have a large selection of new Mazdas and pre-owned vehicles of every make and model, and
always over in-stock and ready for delivery. Our experienced and enthusiastic Product
Specialists are ready to show you why The Autobarn Group is so popular. Please feel free to
call us at or visit our website at Autocheck states: No accidents on record!!! Power windows!!!
Power locks!!! Cruise control!!! Call Tricia today for a test drive or text me at Trade must be
present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is ready to help you with
your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and used vans
wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at This vehicle has gone through the Motorcars
Toyota reconditioning process but still may be in need of cosmetic or mechanical repairs at the
time of purchase. Customer assumes all responsibilities for those repairs. A list of needed
mechanical repairs based upon our visual inspection will be provided along with costs to repair
them and will be signed by the buyer at time of delivery. The vehicle has been inspected and is
considered to be safe but may still be in need of repairs that are not safety related. This vehicle
is being offered to the public at discount prices before being sent to the auction and is being
sold AS-IS. Please call for more information. Please stop in and see us today or call is directly at
! Check out this Honda Civic LX 1. Clean car-fax! Has 35 service records! Only , Miles! This
Honda Civic delivers a Gas I4 1. Online listings are with approved credit. This pricing cannot be
combined with any other offer. We are not responsible for any typographical errors. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 8, Hatchback 1, Coupe 1, Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 9, Manual 1, Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 10, Cylinders 4 cylinders 10,
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
New Listing. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Exactly what you want in a budget sedan! If you are looking
at older Civics, then it is obvious that you do not want a speed racer vehicle to take to the drag
races on Saturday nights, nor do you want an ultra-luxurious Maybach with wine chillers in the
dash. This car provides everything that you need in a compact economy car and will definitely
fit your budget! I have had this vehicle since brand new and have never been disappointed. Here
are a few key details that stand out on this vehicle- PROs: -Zippy: When new, car was
surprisingly fun to drive. The seats are well bolstered and pretty comfy on drives less than 5
hours. Fluids and small parts are extremely cheap and prevalent in stores. The only things that I
could not do myself from Youtube tutorials were the starter motor and water pump, and even
then, they were both very cheap to replace. Paint is great after 12 years. People think car is new.
For a compact car I never have trouble fitting anything inside. The doors and undercarriage
have very little insulation and the seals around doors will start to leak after many miles. You
cannot get luxury noise-reducing tires small enough to fit. Will leave you wanting more. Please
watch for cyclists. Otherwise, the system cannot keep up. Other than what I have listed here, the
car meets the standards of what an economy car should provide. If it had more insulation and a
better speaker system then I would keep mine forever. I highly recommend it over any other
older compact sedan on the market. If you keep up on the normal maintenance and detail the
vehicle properly when needed then you can keep this bad boy running forever! Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. The eighth generation Honda Civic was introduced in September , for the
model year. This generation introduced the "two-tier" instrument panel. In the North American
market, the sedan and coupe styles are available, which were designed in Japan and Ohio,
respectively. The Hybrid only comes as a sedan, while the Si coupe was joined by a sedan in ,
and the Si sedan entered the Canadian lineup in While the arcing line sweeping across the front
fascia is retained, the main headlights dip away from the main arc for a more sporty
appearance. The front bumper also has more vents with a steeper angle and sharper corners
than the U. Meanwhile, the taillights are more reminiscent of the Integra, with the main round
brake lights dipping slightly down into the indicators. By contrast, the taillights of the U. Civic
resemble those of an Audi A4. On the interior side, the Asian-market Civic has contrasting two
tone colour scheme. The three-spoke steering wheel from the American Civic Si and the
European hatchback is standard. Engines include a 1. There is a 1. For the hybrid, there is the 1.
In other markets where sedans are more popular such as Ireland and Finland , a range of

sedans similar to the JDM models are available with the 1. In Taiwan, this generation of Civic
was more inline with the JDM model, and was produced domestically since The Civic sedan is
offered in 2 powertrains; the entry-level is powered by a 1. The more powerful 2. In the
Philippines, the Civic is offered in 3 grades; the entry-level 1. The 1. The 2. The S-L is only
mated to a 5-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifters, while the manual transmission
version has been discontinued. The S-L variant also has a 17" 7-spoke alloy wheels, 3-spoke
leather steering wheel, HID lamps, and has blue leather seats. All of the variants has a digital
instrumental gauge. Since the current generation is first introduced to the market in April , its
total sales has exceed its nearest competitor, Toyota Altis. The Indonesian market is offered in
only two models, 1. Both 1. The facelift model adds an inch 8-spoke alloy wheels replacing the
inch offered on the 2. The South Korean market has three trim levels, 1. All Civic models are
equipped with 5-speed Automatic transmissions, with the exception of the hybrid model which
uses a CVT. Due to the width dimensions exceeding Japanese government regulations for
exterior dimensions, the Civic is no longer regarded as a "compact" sedan in Japan, which has
been passed onto the smaller Honda Fit Aria for the compact sedan segment. Honda Japan has
recently removed from its webpage of the sale of petrol engine Honda Civic. Two models 1. In
the facelift model, the more expensive VTi model comes with paddle shifters. In Malaysia, the
eighth generation Civic was first launched in March [8] and then facelifted in March The
European designed Civic was also sold in Australasia as the Civic Hatch, alongside the sedan
body style. Designed by Toshiyuki Okumoto, [12] the exterior of the European model is the most
aggressively styled; the sweeping front arc is maintained and a perspex cover resembling a
lamp cluster replaces the grille. The rear tail lights are also similarly styled. Triangular accents
are found front and back, with triangular fog-lamps in front and dual triangle exhaust tips at the
back. The rear backglass is split into two levels, divided by a spoiler lip and the fuel filler cap is
a race-inspired exposed metal effect cap. For the 5-door models, the rear door is hidden away,
with the door handles tucked away at the corners of the rear windows, creating the illusion of a
two-door coupe. Mechanically, the European Civic differs from the American and JDM variants
in that it uses a simpler torsion beam suspension system for the rear wheels compared to the
double-wishbone system in the American and JDM versions. The more compact suspension of
the European Civic allows it to keep its large interior space, while reducing its length compared
to its predecessor. A 6-speed manual transmission is available across the range. Si and the
Type-S models were also offered in Europe, with the Type-S in the three-door configuration as
is the more powerful Type-R and the Si as a five-door, but both going without the bhp 2. No
saloon version was offered in most West European markets. There is also a start button
reminiscent of the Honda S The handbrake is in a more conventional position behind the gear
stick. All around there is a generous use of metallic trim. Some other features of the European
Civic include "magic seats" in the rear, that not only lie flat to increase boot capacity, but also
allow the seat bench to lift up and lie flat against the back rests to create a large loading area in
the back behind the front seats. There is also a "hidden" storage compartment in the boot under
the floor. The lid, which normally forms part of the boot floor, can be sunk down to a lower level
to increase the load area, designed to allow the boot area to accommodate larger or taller items.
In the normal position, the storage area can be used to hide valuables away under the floor.
Some models in the range feature things like electric folding mirrors, a panoramic glass roof,
dual climate control, automatic headlights, xenon lights, headlight washers, and automatic
windshield wipers. The range topping EX model also has DVD satellite navigation, and allows
the car's entertainment system, climate control, navigation system and hands-free telephone
system to be controlled all by voice commands. In other markets where sedans are more
popular such as Ireland, and Finland , a range of sedans similar to the JDM models are available
with the 1. In Turkey, a PS 1. In March Honda announced that it was recalling 79, eighth
generation Civics due to a potential problem with faulty handbrakes. Euro Civics hatchback
received a mild facelift for The main change is the new redesigned front grille which now
features two open intakes. The Type S received a grille similar to the Type R, only without the
red badge. The rear bumper has also been slightly changed, as have some interior parts.
Perhaps most importantly, the entry-level 1. The car received a mild facelift for , including a new
front grille which is said to be inspired by that of European Type R model, new alloy wheels
which are now standard equipment, body colour side-skirts for Type S model, a new ionized
Bronze colour for the exterior. For the interior, SE and ES models gets half fabric and Alcantara,
Si model comes with half leather and Alcantara with heated front seats. Production for the
hatchback started at the Swindon plant in November The eighth generation Civic features a
redesigned dashboard incorporating a "two-tier" instrument panel. The upper panel is
completely electronic and contains a digital speedometer in the center, with the coolant
temperature and fuel displayed as linear segmented indicators on each side. The lower tier,

slightly smaller than that of previous generations, has a backlit analog tachometer and the
digital odometer and trip computer below it. The gear shift position indicators are to the right of
the tachometer in automatic transmission and hybrid models, while the latter also features
additional IMA Assist and Charge indicators to the left. Indicator lights are spread over both
displays, whose brightness can be adjusted and saved independently with the headlights on or
off. The rest of the Americas receive the North American-market Civic sedan and coupe in some
countries. Air conditioning is optional, which is known as DX-A in Canada. The DX-G model sold
in Canada adds air conditioning, auxiliary input jack for portable audio players, power door
locks, remote keyless entry and storage console armrest. In , the sedan was renamed the Sport
and has added features such as black sport upholstery with silver stitching, chrome exhaust
finisher, and leather-wrapped steering wheel. These amenities were not added to the coupe
which remained as the LX. The EX-L model adds a leather interior with heated front seats,
heated exterior mirrors, leather-wrapped steering wheel, and a center console. All coupes come
standard with a rear lip-spoiler, while EX models have round chrome finish on the exhaust pipe.
Civic models with a moonroof have slightly less interior space due to reduced headroom. Due
to the limitations of the CNG tanks, the 6-speaker stereo system is not installed. The car comes
with a 2. It is also the quickest Civic Si off the line, with a factory 0â€”60 time of 6. In Canada,
the Acura CSX Type-S was offered in , borrowing the engine and drivetrain from the Civic Si but
offering additional luxury options such as leather seating. In , 10 years after its original release,
the model was recalled due to a defect in the vehicle's airbags, where it could potentially
explode in front of the driver and its occupants when activated in both minor and major
accidents, posing a threat to passengers. For the model year, the Civic Si received minor
tweaks that include even darker wheels than the model and a new shift boot with red stitching.
Mechanical changes included a new tire pressure monitor system, a new rear upper arm that
decreases the amount of rear camber, and a lowered spring rate for the coupe to match the
sedan. This was also the first year Canada sold the Civic Si Sedan. The production version
lacked such concept accoutrements, and the Si Sedan is mechanically almost identical to the
coupe. For the model year, Civics sold in the North American market received a facelift. For the
sedan exterior, the front bumper and grille were restyled and the bar above the rear license
plate is chromed, while the coupe received a new front bumper and grille both reminiscent of
previous Civic coupe generations. The sedan's taillights now use transparent lenses with amber
bulbs for the turn signals, rather than red lenses. For the interior, the sedan's steering wheel
was changed from a two-spoke design to use the coupe and Si model's three-spoke design.
Changes for the Si also included a revised front bumper and grille, turn signals with
clear-lenses and amber bulbs for the front and rear, a clear instead of red third brake light in the
rear spoiler, and chrome trunk trim for the sedan. The Civic Si saw no significant changes, save
for a black engine cover rather than silver. During the debut of Civic sedan and coupe concepts
at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit, it was announced that more than 1.
For the Brazilian market, the eighth generation Civic is available only with a sedan body, and it
is externally almost identical to the American version, having different bumpers and a higher
ground clearance. It is available in two trim levels. Both models might be equipped with a
5-speed manual or a 5-speed automatic transmission, but only the EXS has the paddle shift
controls on the steering wheel. A special trim level for handicapped individuals LX , based on
the LXS, was available in the first year but due to some changes in tax-break laws it's no longer
available. For the model, Honda introduced a new Flexible Fuel version, featuring the same 1. Its
exterior is the same as the North American-market Civic, except with amber tail turn lights and
only the sedan model is available. It is the basis that becomes Ciimo , a model from Dongfeng
Honda, one of Honda's joint-venture in the country. The Ciimo was introduced as an original
designed model of the joint-venture to the Chinese market in April after the ninth generation
was launched. However, the Ciimo differs from the previously sold Civic by adopting a front and
rear end inspired by the Japanese market model, as a result, it is slightly longer. It comes with a
1. The suspension uses MacPherson struts up front and a torsion beam in the back, while the
car itself was initially thought to be lighter than the standard Civic as dictated by Honda Type R
philosophy. Sophisticated handling aids such as traction control were initially thought to be
completely eschewed for a purer, more soulful driving character. In the end, Honda did include
a special version of their VSA Vehicle Stability Assist that was specifically tuned to the car so
as to better adhere to said philosophy. The Type R powered by an uprated K20A 2. This will
mark the first time that Honda will produce two separate distinct Civic Type R models.
Complementing the added power and decreased weight are a new bodykit, upgraded brakes all
around, a retuned suspension, new wheels and tires, and logo-emblazoned Recaro sport
buckets. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article: Honda Civic. See
also: Honda Civic Hybrid. See also: Acura CSX. Main article: Honda Civic Type R. JB car pages.
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Life Dunk. Acty Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord
CD. Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe.
Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R.
Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact
crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV.
Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC.
Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van.
Accord Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California
available for leasing purposes only. Of the last six long-term vehicles we retired, the Honda
Civic Si logged more miles than all, save one. This was nopack of dogs, either. It was even
morepopular than our Porsche Carrera S if only by a few hundred miles. Moreover, of those last
six long-termers,the only retiree it didn't beat out was, well, another Honda -the multipurpose
Ridgeline truck. But it's no surprise why. Like the Ridgeline, our Civic Si's appeal was based on
its versatility. Editors praisedthe Civic for its comfort and practicality. Everything from sporty
seats to voice-activated navigation drew ravereviews. Even the lowly cupholders received their
due: "They're deep enough to keep things from falling over and the spring-loaded grips hold
items in place. The shape is smart , too, as it accommodates square bottles unlike in most other
vehicles. But it wasn't all heel-and-toein' and throttle-blippin'. After a few months, in early June ,
editor-at-large St. Antoine noticed a peculiar off-throttle characteristic: "A lot of the pleasure of
driving the Si is spoiled by the engine run-on that occurs when shifting. Put the clutch in to
upshift, and the revs just hang there-even if your foot is off the gas entirely. Just lifting off the
gas while still in gear induces nearly the same response-the Sisurges on instead of slowing with
engine braking. Really spoils the pleasure of operating this otherwise spiritedmachine. And St.
Antoine wasn't the only one. Among new Si owners, this dreaded rev hang became the Internet
forum fiascoof the summer of , sprouting much rumor and innuendo about the problem and
potential solutions. By August, Hondaacknowledged the situation and issued a service bulletin
that provided a free software upgrade to the engine-controlmodule. Other Si-specific criticisms
surfaced as well, with regard to the ride "too jouncy" , torque steer "is this how this segment
defines power? One editor remarked, "There's something disconcerting about how quickly the
steering wheel unwinds after coming out of a slow, sharp turn. If you let the wheel slip through
your hands, it does so in a fast, violent manner that straightens the car out much sooner than
expected. And yet the miles continued to pile on. For everything from short-errand runs to
extended location scouting excursions, the Si answered the call and with nary a complaint. In
January , we chose the Honda Civic as Car of the Year for its game-changing performance,
value, and style. Now that we've lived with one for a year, we're even more confident in our
decision. The Civic Si isn't perfect, but it's darn close. I love the rev-happy engine and
silky-smooth gearbox-they make me feel like a race-car driver. Picked up a fewodd torque-steer
quirks accelerating on uphill curves, but that's rare. Overall, a blast to drive. The engine and
shifter are a joy. It'seasy to drive it like you stole it, even if you're slumming around town. Seats
are comfortable as any car's, whatever the price, and I like the edgy handling, although it would
be a little rough in Detroit. It's so easy to drive-the clutch is effortless, the shifter smooth, and
thestereo ain't bad. To me, it's the complete opposite of the Camry Hybrid; the Civic has a
sound, and it feels like I'm actually driving a car. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Edward Loh writer. From the Logbook. Ron Kiino. Mark Williams. Todd Lassa. James Dryden.
Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View
Photos. Year Select Year Don't know your type? Type Select Type. Don't know your trim? Trim
Select Trim. Don't know your style? Style Select Style. Exceptional mechanical, exterior and
interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with
no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear

and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage?
Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any
panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts
broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys
do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues
with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no
obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls.
Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have
your license plate? Estimated values for the Honda Civic. EX 4dr Sedan 1. See more. Did you
know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used
as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of
your Honda Civic on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such
as the mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll
want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn
more. A number of factors will affect how much a Honda Civic is worth. For starters, you'll need
information such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more
accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate
appraisal. The value of a Honda Civic, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage,
condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal,
where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition
levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad
assessment of the Honda Civic. We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and
consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive
the Honda Civic and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the Honda Civic
is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and ratings. To see
if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars related to the
Civic. Sign Up. Just when the competition thought it had the Civic marked, Honda brings out its
latest version. Refined and packed with features, the Honda Civic is once again a top choice for
compact-car shoppers. Thanks to its frugal and clean engines, spunky performance and
reputation for excellent reliability and durability, the Honda Civic has been a consistent
benchmark for the economy car class ever since its introduction in Those qualities continue to
apply to the redesigned, all-new eighth generation of Honda's popular hauler. However, Honda
also hopes to shift its U. It's sleeker, more powerful and better performing than any Civic before
it, and is undeniably the best and most interesting Civic Honda has ever produced. The Honda
Civic is available as a sedan or a coupe the hatchback version has been nixed this year , and
comes in a number of different trims. As a bit of a change for a Civic redesign, there's not
necessarily more of everything. Trunk capacity and rear-seat legroom in the coupe have
actually shrunk a bit this year. The reason is a stronger emphasis on style. The Civic's sleek
new look includes a laid-back windshield, minimal front and rear overhangs and a tight
tire-to-fender gap. This year the coupe rides on a shorter wheelbase. Horsepower is up on every
model. It makes hp and pound-feet of torque. The GX uses a natural gas-fueled version that
makes hp and lb-ft. The previous Civic Si hatchback was a performance disappointment.
Thankfully, the coupe version steps up by being the fastest production Civic ever. It has a more
powerful hp engine, a sport-tuned suspension and a six-speed manual with a limited-slip
differential. For those interested more in fuel economy rather than mph times, there's the Civic
Hybrid sedan. The increased fuel economy is largely due to the fact that the gas engine can now
shut down completely during deceleration and steady cruising, allowing the electric motor
alone to propel the car, just as in Toyota's Prius. Another fueling alternative is the Civic GX. It
runs on compressed natural gas and can even be filled up at home via a natural gas home kit
called "Phill. Whichever model you choose, it's pretty hard to go wrong with the Honda Civic.
Every time you get into it, you'll know that you're driving a safe, dependable car that causes
minimal damage to the environment and will provide years of faithful service. The Honda Civic
is available as a sedan or a two-door coupe. All are equipped to a level similar to the EX trim,
though the Si also comes with a sport-tuned suspension, inch wheels and special interior trim,
while the Hybrid has automatic climate control but no sunroof. For the EX, Hybrid and Si,
satellite radio and a navigation system are optional. It makes hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at
4, rpm, and may be paired with either a standard five-speed manual or an optional five-speed
automatic transmission. The GX uses a compressed natural gas-fueled version of that engine
that makes hp and lb-ft and it's paired to a five-speed automatic. The 1. The hp Si is the most
powerful Civic and comes matched to an exclusive six-speed manual with a limited-slip front
differential. Every Honda Civic comes equipped with antilock brakes with electronic brakeforce
distribution, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and active front-seat head

restraints. The Civic's new 1. The more efficient Hybrid and GX models feel quicker as well.
Smartly, there's more to the coupe than just sleeker styling. It has firmer suspension tuning
than the sedan, and this pays dividends in the form of tighter and more responsive handling.
The Civic's large dash features an unusual layout. Honda has kept the analog tachometer in the
traditional location and placed a digital speedometer and gas gauge at the base of the
windshield. Honda calls it a two-tier design. We call it questionable. Although rear legroom is
down in the coupe, both body styles gained 1. As usual, it comes down to the numbers. Honda
says there will be That's enough iPod addicts to make Gen Y the largest consumer group ever,
topping even the baby boomers. In order to take advantage of this next "age wave" Honda is
taking action now. After selling 7 million Civics over 22 years, the company is shifting the
Civic's U. It even says it has designed this all-new eighth generation of the Civic specifically for
that plus million who are packing iPods. This qualifies as radical thinking for Honda, which is
often so conservative it makes the Club look like The Howard Stern Show. But here's the cool
part: this shift in the Civic's desired buyer demographic has put a priority on design and
performance. You know, the things the kids like. And the resulting Honda Civic is sleeker, more
powerful and better performing than any Civic before it. Fact is, the new iteration is undeniably
the best and most interesting Civic Honda has ever produced. The hatchback body style, which
was exclusive to the previous Si, is a goner. For the first time, the coupe and sedan don't share
a wheelbase. Honda's engineers felt the sedan's new So while the new sedan's wheelbase has
grown 3. Even with the longer wheelbase, somehow the coupe has lost 2. Meanwhile, in the
name of styling, Honda's designers sacrificed some rear headroom. The new coupe's roofline is
several inches lower than its predecessor's. Combine that with the car's radically fast backlight,
and those with large craniums should ride in the front. The sedan's rear-seat room is about the
same as before, and both body styles gained 1. Due to the shorter rear overhang, trunk space
also took a hit. It's now 12 cubic feet in the sedan and But Honda points out that the trunk sides
are now flatter so the space is more useful. And the rear seat in every model but the hybrid
folds flat to increase cargo space. Whether you like the new style or not, the shape of either
body will never be compared to a sleep aid. Honda says the new Civic has a one-motion profile
and calls the car's design expressive and futuristic. We think the sedan looks a little too much
like a Toyota Prius , but its laid-back windshield, minimal front and rear overhangs and tight
50mm tire-to-fender gap Honda says that's tighter than the gap on a BMW 5 Series do make it
look more upscale. Honda also points out that the coupe, which was designed in Ohio, and the
sedan, which was drawn in Japan, don't share a single body panel. The two body styles don't
even share the same windshield rake; the sedan's is laid-back at Yes, sharper than even the
NSX's. The result is a comfortable and pleasantly ergonomic environment with one of the
strangest gauge layouts ever conceived. It seems the radically slopped windshield forced
Honda to oversize the dashboard. The Civic's dash is so big it's rumored to be the location for
Diddy's next bash. To camouflage all that space, Honda divided up the instruments, keeping the
analog tachometer in the traditional location and placing a digital speedometer and gas gauge
up at the base of the windshield. A space-saving Z-shaped parking brake handle opened up real
estate for larger cupholders and a center console that can hold 25 CDs. The hybrid sedan is
equipped very much like a sedan LX, while the Si coupe sort of does its own thing. Content and
prices are both up in the customer's favor, according to Honda. New standard features on all
models and trim levels are side curtain and front side airbags, ABS, active front-seat head
restraints and a tilt and telescoping steering wheel. More Power Horsepower is up on every
model. Now the front wheels of all coupes and sedans, regardless of trim level, are powered by
an all-aluminum, single-overhead-cam 1. It makes hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm.
Honda still makes the world's best four-cylinders. This engine is silky-smooth, fun to rev, and
gets better mileage than the two smaller and less powerful engines it's replacing. With the
optional five-speed automatic, the Civic is EPA rated at 30 mpg city and 40 mpg highway. We
covered the Si's new hardware, including its hp, 2. It also gets more guts, percent more
combined power than the Civic Hybrid. For the first time, however, the gas engine features a
high-profile camshaft within its i-VTEC system. It kicks in at high rpm and increases output to a
hp peak at 6, rpm. That's 9-percent more than before. The electric motor provides up to 20 hp
and 76 lb-ft of additional torque. Mileage is up, too. Honda says it gets 50 mpg in the city or on
the highway, which would give it a maximum driving range of over miles. The additional stage
allows the computer to deactivate all four cylinders under deceleration and in steady state
cruising situations. When the engine shuts down, the electric motor alone propels the car. We
briefly drove a Civic hybrid through the wide-open expanse of Joliet, Illinois, and found its new
technology to be very much transparent and its newfound power welcome. On occasion you
would be aware of the gas engine stopping and starting itself, but it's generally unobtrusive.
Better Handling A new, stronger body structure with percent more torsional rigidity gave

Honda's suspension engineers a better place to start. They kept the front MacPherson strut
suspension and the rear multilink layout, but all the parts are new and much of the geometry is
changed. In the front they added caster, reangled the struts and moved the steering box lower
for more on-center steering feel and more off-center effort. In the back, new longer shocks are
mounted closer to the wheels so they perform better throughout the range of suspension travel,
and the aluminum rear shaved some unsprung weight. To make the coupe feel sportier, it gets
its own suspension tuning, with higher spring rates, stiffer dampers, and thicker antiroll bars.
The rest of the lineup uses a proven variable speed-sensitive rack and pinion hydraulic power
steering system with a quick All Civics but the Si are equipped with EX trim-level cars get Every
Civic gets a new four-channel ABS with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution, and Honda
increased the size of the power brake booster for added pedal feel. We sampled a coupe EX and
a sedan LX, and both rode beautifully. Each felt tight and responsive and both were noticeably
quieter out on the road than their predecessors. The coupe's shifter felt a little flimsy, but its
clutch was easy to modulate, as were its brakes. Still a Civic It might not look like any Civic
we've ever seen, and that funky dash is going to take a while to grow on us, but this is still a
Civic. It's a well-made, very comfortable and very affordable car with strong performance and a
fun-to-drive attitude. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Honda Civic Coupe. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Civic lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Polarizing dash design, top-of-the-line models are pricey. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Civic for sale near you. See
Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Honda has completely redesigned the Civic for Highlights
include a more powerful and fuel-efficient 1. The company has also improved the gas-electric
IMA system for the Civic Hybrid and restored the Civic Si trim's potency with a horsepower
engine and a sportier coupe body style. Midway through the year, Honda will also introduce a
new "GX" trim level that runs on natural gas. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. This
Civic was 7 years old at that time and had just 49K miles on it avg 7k miles a year. The car was
serviced at that dealer and well maintained. I have been extremely pleased with how this vehicle
has held up the past 53K miles. The past 2 years my round trip to work has averaged 60 miles a
day. Those 2 years include driving through Indiana's worst winter in over 40 years and this car
was able to make it each day with no trouble on regular tires. This trim level of the Coupe EX
has appealing styling and a sporty look. The coupe comes with the premium sound system over
twice as many watts as the sedan sound system and it is a great value for a car at this price
point. The electronics have worked flawlessly and the interior has worn well. In the summer time
I love this car because of the sunroof which works flawlessly after over K miles now. This car
has required virtually no maintenance. Tires and brakes have worn just fine for the miles I put
on this machine over 25K a year since purchase. I would say I take above average care of my
vehicles. I am diligent with keeping this vehicle clean, fluids changed, and routine maintenance
is done on time. I love searching for cars and often consider upgrading to an Accord Coupe,
TSX, or possibly a Tacoma but this Civic has been so strong and it is paid for. If I am smart I will
keep it well beyond K miles. I would recommend this vehicle to anyone. Read less. I bought this
car in April with 3 miles for my high school daughter when she was in the 10th grade. She is
about to start her senior year in college. The car now has miles. I have never had to have it in
the shop. I have only purchased new steel rims to replace bent ones that were her fault. It has
been nice knowing that she is in a safe and reliable car miles away from home in college. I
would recommend this car for anyone. The trunk is roomy to carry all her things home after
each semester. It is fun to drive and 5 years later she still gets compliments on it. Worth every
dollar i spent on it and it is paid for. Absolutely love the exterior and interior design. The two-tier
dash design is actually great in that you can see the speed gauge almost without taking your
eyes off the road. A great choice altogether. Totally recommend it! I bought my Civic LX coupe
new. After nearly 9 years and 85, miles this car has been just about problem free The ride is

bouncy and it can be loud but I knew that going in Mechanically no issues Went thru a recall
regarding the paint which was dealt with thru my local dealer. Mileage now averages around 32
mpg mostly around town. Had an accident not my fault car suffered moderate damage but kept
me safe and was very controllable throughout. Really the only other bit of advice I would give
about this particular model would be two things: one: This car was designed for a smaller
person Please test drive thoroughly before considering an 8th Gen Civic. Specifically the
Coupe. Another Update: 12 years old, , miles, and a long road trip. Continues to be mostly issue
free. Averaged just under 40 mpg on road trip and around 30 overall. Only issue mechanically is
a leaking power steering pump. Doesn't effect drivability right now but will eventually need to be
dealt with. Otherwise Trouble Free. Thanks Honda! Coming up on 13 years and now , miles.
Only issue besides power steering pump slow leak is paint getting thin on one bumper. See all
reviews of the Used Honda Civic Coupe. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Honda wants to sell , a year. That sound you hear
is the iPod addicts lining up. Sponsored cars related to the Civic. Sign Up. Just when the
competition thought it had the Civic marked, Honda brings out its latest version. Refined and
packed with features, the Honda Civic is once again a top choice for compact-car shoppers.
Thanks to its frugal and clean engines, spunky performance and reputation for excellent
reliability and durability, the Honda Civic has been a consistent benchmark for the economy car
class ever since its introduction in Those qualities continue to apply to the redesigned, all-new
eighth generation of Honda's popular hauler. However, Honda also hopes to shift its U. It's
sleeker, more powerful and better performing than any Civic before it, and is undeniably the
best and most interesting Civic Honda has ever produced. The Honda Civic is available as a
sedan or a coupe the hatchback version has been nixed this year , and comes in a number of
different trims. As a bit of a change for a Civic redesign, there's not necessarily more of
everything. Trunk capacity and rear-seat legroom in the coupe have actually shrunk a bit this
year. The reason is a stronger emphasis on style. The Civic's sleek new look includes a
laid-back windshield, minimal front and rear overhangs and a tight tire-to-fender gap. This year
the coupe rides on a shorter wheelbase. Horsepower is up on every model. It makes hp and
pound-feet of torque. The GX uses a natural gas-fueled version that makes hp and lb-ft. The
previous Civic Si hatchback was a performance disappointment. Thankfully, the coupe version
steps up by being the fastest production Civic ever. It has a more powerful hp engine, a
sport-tuned suspension and a six-speed manual with a limited-slip differential. For those
interested more in fuel economy rather than mph times, there's the Civic Hybrid sedan. The
increased fuel economy is largely due to the fact that the gas engine can now shut down
completely during deceleration and steady cruising, allowing the electric motor alone to propel
the car, just as in Toyota's Prius. Another fueling alternative is the Civic GX. It runs on
compressed natural gas and can even be filled up at home via a natural gas home kit called
"Phill. Whichever model you choose, it's pretty hard to go wrong with the Honda Civic. Every
time you get into it, you'll know that you're driving a safe, dependable car that causes minimal
damage to the environment and will provide years of faithful service. The Honda Civic is
available as a sedan or a two-door coupe. All are equipped to a level similar to the EX trim,
though the Si also comes with a sport-tuned suspension, inch wheels and special interior trim,
while the Hybrid has automatic climate control but no sunroof. For the EX, Hybrid and Si,
satellite radio and a navigation system are optional. It makes hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at
4, rpm, and may be paired with either a standard five-speed manual or an optional five-speed
automatic transmission. The GX uses a compressed natural gas-fueled version of that engine
that makes hp and lb-ft and it's paired to a five-speed automatic. The 1. The hp Si is the most
powerful Civic and comes matched to an exclusive six-speed manual with a limited-slip front
differential. Every Honda Civic comes equipped with antilock brakes with electronic brakeforce
distribution, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and active front-seat head
restraints. The Civic's new 1. The more efficient Hybrid and GX models feel quicker as well.
Smartly, there's more to the coupe than just sleeker styling. It has firmer suspension tuning
than the sedan, and this pays dividends in the form of tighter and more responsive handling.
The Civic's large dash features an unusual layout. Honda has kept the analog tachometer in the
traditional location and placed a digital speedometer and gas gauge at the base of the
windshield. Honda calls it a two-tier design. We call it questionable. Although rear legroom is
down in the coupe, both body styles gained 1. As usual, it comes down to the numbers. Honda
says there will be That's enough iPod addicts to make Gen Y the largest consumer group ever,
topping even the baby boomers. In order to take advantage of this next "age wave" Honda is
taking action now. After selling 7 million Civics over 22 years, the company is shifting the
Civic's U. It even says it has designed this all-new eighth generation of the Civic specifically for

that plus million who are packing iPods. This qualifies as radical thinking for Honda, which is
often so conservative it makes the Club look like The Howard Stern Show. But here's the cool
part: this shift in the Civic's desired buyer demographic has put a priority on design and
performance. You know, the things the kids like. And the resulting Honda Civic is sleeker, more
powerful and better performing than any Civic before it. Fact is, the new iteration is undeniably
the best and most interesting Civic Honda has ever produced. The hatchback body style, which
was exclusive to the previous Si, is a goner. For the first time, the coupe and sedan don't share
a wheelbase. Honda's engineers felt the sedan's new So while the new sedan's wheelbase has
grown 3. Even with the longer wheelbase, somehow the coupe has lost 2. Meanwhile, in the
name of styling, Honda's designers sacrificed some rear headroom. The new coupe's roofline is
several inches lower than its predecessor's. Combine that with the car's radically fast backlight,
and those with large craniums should ride in the front. The sedan's rear-seat room is about the
same as before, and both body styles gained 1. Due to the shorter rear overhang, trunk space
also took a hit. It's now 12 cubic feet in the sedan and But Honda points out that the trunk sides
are now flatter so the space is more useful. And the rear seat in every model but the hybrid
folds flat to increase cargo space. Whether you like the new style or not, the shape of either
body will never be compared to a sleep aid. Honda says the new Civic has a one-motion profile
and calls the car's design expressive and futuristic. We think the sedan looks a little too much
like a Toyota Prius , but its laid-back windshield, minimal front and rear overhangs and tight
50mm tire-to-fender gap Honda says that's tighter than the gap on a BMW 5 Series do make it
look more upscale. Honda also points out that the coupe, which was designed in Ohio, and the
sedan, which was drawn in Japan, don't share a single body panel. The two body styles don't
even share the same windshield rake; the sedan's is laid-back at Yes, sharper than even the
NSX's. The result is a comfortable and pleasantly ergonomic environment with one of the
strangest gauge layouts ever conceived. It seems the radically slopped windshield forced
Honda to oversize the dashboard. The Civic's dash is so big it's rumored to be the location for
Diddy's next bash. To camouflage all that space, Honda divided up the instruments, keeping the
analog tachometer in the traditional location and placing a digital speedometer and gas gauge
up at the base of the windshield. A space-saving Z-shaped parking brake handle opened up real
estate for larger cupholders and a center console that can hold 25 CDs. The hybrid sedan is
equipped very much like a sedan LX, while the Si coupe sort of does its own thing. Content and
prices are both up in the customer's favor, according to Honda. New standard features on all
models and trim levels are side curtain and front side airbags, ABS, active front-seat head
restraints and a tilt and telescoping steering wheel. More Power Horsepower is up on every
model. Now the front wheels of all coupes and sedans, regardless of trim level, are powered by
an all-aluminum, single-overhead-cam 1. It makes hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm.
Honda still makes the world's best four-cylinders. This engine is silky-smooth, fun to rev, and
gets better mileage than the two smaller and less powerful engines it's replacing. With the
optional five-speed automatic, the Civic is EPA rated at 30 mpg city and 40 mpg highway. We
covered the Si's new hardware, including its hp, 2. It also gets more guts, percent more
combined power than the Civic Hybrid. For the first time, however, the gas engine features a
high-profile camshaft within its i-VTEC system. It kicks in at high rpm and increases output to a
hp peak at 6, rpm. That's 9-percent more than before. The electric motor provides up to 20 hp
and 76 lb-ft of additional torque. Mileage is up, too. Honda says it gets 50 mpg in the city or on
the highway, which would give it a maximum driving range of over miles. The additional stage
allows the computer to deactivate all four cylinders under deceleration and in steady state
cruising situations. When the engine shuts down, the electric motor alone propels the car. We
briefly drove a Civic hybrid through the wide-open expanse of Joliet, Illinois, and found its new
technology to be very much transparent and its newfound power welcome. On occasion you
would be aware of the gas engine stopping and starting itself, but it's generally unobtrusive.
Better Handling A new, stronger body structure with percent more torsional rigidity gave
Honda's suspension engineers a better place to start. They kept the front MacPherson strut
suspension and the rear multilink layout, but all the parts are new and much of the geometry is
changed. In the front they added caster, reangled the struts and moved the steering box lower
for more on-center steering feel and more off-center effort. In the back, new longer shocks are
mounted closer to the wheels so they perform better throughout the range of suspension travel,
and the aluminum rear shaved some unsprung weight. To make the coupe feel sportier, it gets
its own suspension tuning, with higher spring rates, stiffer dampers, and thicker antiroll bars.
The rest of the lineup uses a proven variable speed-sensitive rack and pinion hydraulic power
steering system with a quick All Civics but the Si are equipped with EX trim-level cars get Every
Civic gets a new four-channel ABS with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution, and Honda
increased the size of the power brake booster for added pedal feel. We sampled a coupe EX and

a sedan LX, and both rode beautifully. Each felt tight and responsive and both were noticeably
quieter out on the road than their predecessors. The coupe's shifter felt a little flimsy, but its
clutch was easy to modulate, as were its brakes. Still a Civic It might not look like any Civic
we've ever seen, and that funky dash is going to take a while to grow on us, but this is still a
Civic. It's a well-made, very comfortable and very affordable car with strong performance and a
fun-to-drive attitude. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Honda Civic Hybrid. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Civic lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Polarizing dash design, top-of-the-line models are pricey. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Civic for sale near you. See
Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Honda has completely redesigned the Civic for Highlights
include a more powerful and fuel-efficient 1. The company has also improved the gas-electric
IMA system for the Civic Hybrid and restored the Civic Si trim's potency with a horsepower
engine and a sportier coupe body style. Midway through the year, Honda will also introduce a
new "GX" trim level that runs on natural gas. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I
absolutely could not be happier with this purchase. Bought the car sight unseen since Hybrids
are in short supply and having never owned a Honda before. Quality materials used throughout
cabin. Love the split-level dash; very easy to read at a glance and keep an eye on my
instantaneous MPGs. The new Civic body style is beautiful. I probably would not have
purchased a Civic hybrid if they were still producing the last generation model. Not bad anyway
you look at it, and double the MPG of my old car! Read less. Joe M. I expected to buy the '06
Prius, but after test driving I found the Civic handled much better and didn't have as much cabin
noise. The only disappointment I've had is the fact the engine "auto-stop" feature when stopped
at a light doesn't always kick- in. The manual explains some of the reasons this doesn't always
happen, but there are still some times I can't figure why it doesn't shut down. That's minor,
though, in light of the excellent "green rating" 1 on some lists and my overall satisfaction - I
HIGHLY recommend this car! I expected nothing less from Honda. The car delivers excellent
performance and reliability. One can only say it outperforms what Honda states. This is the
quietest car on the market. You do not even hear it start. An impressive achievement. While
Toyota makes a good hybrid, Honda has kept the price down and delivered an amazing driving
experience. I drive to my clients homes for a living and I spend lots of hours in this car. You will
be proud to own this car and you will be saving the environment. The car had a great look and
mpg for its time, but over 10 years later I look for an EV to upgrade to and Honda is twiddling
their thumbs. My civic hybrid needs engine and transmission mounts replaced, likely due to the
hybrid engine off jolting them when you coast to a stop then accelerate. The hybrid battery does
nearly nothing in cold weather, and is really only good for low speed city travel. Great car for a
college kid, but I need better for my family. See all reviews of the Used Honda Civic Hybrid.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed
4. Honda wants to sell , a year. That sound you hear is the iPod addicts lining up. Sponsored
cars related to the Civic. Sign Up. Just when the competition thought it had the Civic marked,
Honda brings out its latest version. Refined and packed with features, the Honda Civic is once
again a top choice for compact-car shoppers. Thanks to its frugal and clean engines, spunky
performance and reputation for excellent reliability and durability, the Honda Civic has been a
consistent benchmark for the economy car class ever since its introduction in Those qualities
continue to apply to the redesigned, all-new eighth generation of Honda's popular hauler.
However, Honda also hopes to shift its U. It's sleeker, more powerful and better performing than
any Civic before it, and is undeniably the best and most interesting Civic Honda has ever
produced. The Honda Civic is available as a sedan or a coupe the hatchback version has been
nixed this year , and comes in a number of different trims. As a bit of a change for a Civic
redesign, there's not necessarily more of everything. Trunk capacity and rear-seat legroom in

the coupe have actually shrunk a bit this year. The reason is a stronger emphasis on style. The
Civic's sleek new look includes a laid-back windshield, minimal front and rear overhangs and a
tight tire-to-fender gap. This year the coupe rides on a shorter wheelbase. Horsepower is up on
every model. It makes hp and pound-feet of torque. The GX uses a natural gas-fueled version
that makes hp and lb-ft. The previous Civic Si hatchback was a performance disappointment.
Thankfully, the coupe version steps up by being the fastest production Civic ever. It has a more
powerful hp engine, a sport-tuned suspension and a six-speed manual with a limited-slip
differential. For those interested more in fuel economy rather than mph times, there's the Civic
Hybrid sedan. The increased fuel economy is largely due to the fact that the gas engine can now
shut down completely during deceleration and steady cruising, allowing the electric motor
alone to propel the car, just as in Toyota's Prius. Another fueling alternative is the Civic GX. It
runs on compressed natural gas and can even be filled up at home via a natural gas home kit
called "Phill. Whichever model you choose, it's pretty hard to go wrong with the Honda Civic.
Every time you get into it, you'll know that you're driving a safe, dependable car that causes
minimal damage to the environment and will provide years of faithful service. The Honda Civic
is available as a sedan or a two-door coupe. All are equipped to a level similar to the EX trim,
though the Si also comes with a sport-tuned suspension, inch wheels and special interior trim,
while the Hybrid has automatic climate control but no sunroof. For the EX, Hybrid and Si,
satellite radio and a navigation system are optional. It makes hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at
4, rpm, and may be paired with either a standard five-speed manual or an optional five-speed
automatic transmission. The GX uses a compressed natural gas-fueled version of that engine
that makes hp and lb-ft and it's paired to a five-speed automatic. The 1. The hp Si is the most
powerful Civic and comes matched to an exclusive six-speed manual with a limited-slip front
differential. Every Honda Civic comes equipped with antilock brakes with electronic brakeforce
distribution, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and active front-seat head
restraints. The Civic's new 1. The more efficient Hybrid and GX models feel quicker as well.
Smartly, there's more to the coupe than just sleeker styling. It has firmer suspension tuning
than the sedan, and this pays dividends in the form of tighter and more responsive handling.
The Civic's large dash features an unusual layout. Honda has kept the analog tachometer in the
traditional location and placed a digital speedometer and gas gauge at the base of the
windshield. Honda calls it a two-tier design. We call it questionable. Although rear legroom is
down in the coupe, both body styles gained 1. As usual, it comes down to the numbers. Honda
says there will be That's enough iPod addicts to make Gen Y the largest consumer group ever,
topping even the baby boomers. In order to take advantage of this next "age wave" Honda is
taking action now. After selling 7 million Civics over 22 years, the company is shifting the
Civic's U. It even says it has designed this all-new eighth generation of the Civic specifically for
that plus million who are packing iPods. This qualifies as radical thinking for Honda, which is
often so conservative it makes the Club look like The Howard Stern Show. But here's the cool
part: this shift in the Civic's desired buyer demographic has put a priority on design and
performance. You know, the things the kids like. And the resulting Honda Civic is sleeker, more
powerful and better performing than any Civic before it. Fact is, the new iteration is undeniably
the best and most interesting Civic Honda has ever produced. The hatchback body style, which
was exclusive to the previous Si, is a goner. For the first time, the coupe and sedan don't share
a wheelbase. Honda's engineers felt the sedan's new So while the new sedan's wheelbase has
grown 3. Even with the longer wheelbase, somehow the coupe has lost 2. Meanwhile, in the
name of styling, Honda's designers sacrificed some rear headroom. The new coupe's roofline is
several inches lower than its predecessor's. Combine that with the car's radically fast backlight,
and those with large craniums should ride in the front. The sedan's rear-seat room is about the
same as before, and both body styles gained 1. Due to the shorter rear overhang, trunk space
also took a hit. It's now 12 cubic feet in the sedan and But Honda points out that the trunk sides
are now flatter so the space is more useful. And the rear seat in every model but the hybrid
folds flat to increase cargo space. Whether you like the new style or not, the shape of either
body will never be compared to a sleep aid. Honda says the new Civic has a one-motion profile
and calls the car's design expressive and futuristic. We think the sedan looks a little too much
like a Toyota Prius , but its laid-back windshield, minimal front and rear overhangs and tight
50mm tire-to-fender gap Honda says that's tighter than the gap on a BMW 5 Series do make it
look more upscale. Honda also points out that the coupe, which was designed in Ohio, and the
sedan, which was drawn in Japan, don't share a single body panel. The two body styles don't
even share the same windshield rake; the sedan's is laid-back at Yes, sharper than even the
NSX's. The result is a comfortable and pleasantly ergonomic environment with one of the
strangest gauge layouts ever conceived. It seems the radically slopped windshield forced
Honda to oversize the dashboard. The Civic's dash is so big it's rumored to be the location for

Diddy's next bash. To camouflage all that space, Honda divided up the instruments, keeping the
analog tachometer in the traditional location and placing a digital speedometer and gas gauge
up at the base of the windshield. A space-saving Z-shaped parking brake handle opened up real
estate for larger cupholders and a center console that can hold 25 CDs. The hybrid sedan is
equipped very much like a sedan LX, while the Si coupe sort of does its own thing. Content and
prices are both up in the customer's favor, according to Honda. New standard features on all
models and trim levels are side curtain and front side airbags, ABS, active front-seat head
restraints and a tilt and telescoping steering wheel. More Power Horsepower is up on every
model. Now the front wheels of all coupes and sedans, regardless of trim level, are powered by
an all-aluminum, single-overhead-cam 1. It makes hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm.
Honda still makes the world's best four-cylinders. This engine is silky-smooth, fun to rev, and
gets better mileage than the two smaller and less powerful engines it's replacing. With the
optional five-speed automatic, the Civic is EPA rated at 30 mpg city and 40 mpg highway. We
covered the Si's new hardware, including its hp, 2. It also gets more guts, percent more
combined power than the Civic Hybrid. For the first time, however, the gas engine features a
high-profile camshaft within its i-VTEC system. It kicks in at high rpm and increases output to a
hp peak at 6, rpm. That's 9-percent more than before. The electric motor provides up to 20 hp
and 76 lb-ft of additional torque. Mileage is up, too. Honda says it gets 50 mpg in the city or on
the highway, which would give it a maximum driving range of over miles. The additional stage
allows the computer to deactivate all four cylinders under deceleration and in steady state
cruising situations. When the engine shuts down, the electric motor alone propels the car. We
briefly drove a Civic hybrid through the wide-open expanse of Joliet, Illinois, and found its new
technology to be very much transparent and its newfound power welcome. On occasion you
would be aware of the gas engine stopping and starting itself, but it's generally unobtrusive.
Better Handling A new, stronger body structure with percent more torsional rigidity gave
Honda's suspension engineers a better place to start. They kept the front MacPherson strut
suspension and the rear multilink layout, but all the parts are new and much of the geometry is
changed. In the front they added caster, reangled the struts and moved the steering box lower
for more on-center steering feel and more off-center effort. In the back, new longer shocks are
mounted closer to the wheels so they perform better throughout the range of suspension travel,
and the aluminum rear shaved some unsprung weight. To make the coupe feel sportier, it gets
its own suspension tuning, with higher spring rates, stiffer dampers, and thicker antiroll bars.
The rest of the lineup uses a proven variable speed-sensitive rack and pinion hydraulic power
steering system with a quick All Civics but the Si are equipped with EX trim-level cars get Every
Civic gets a new four-channel ABS with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution, and Honda
increased the size of the power brake booster for added pedal feel. We sampled a coupe EX and
a sedan LX, and both rode beautifully. Each felt tight and responsive and both were noticeably
quieter out on the road than their predecessors. The coupe's shifter felt a little flimsy, but its
clutch was easy to modulate, as were its brakes. Still a Civic It might not look like any Civic
we've ever seen, and that funky dash is going to take a while to grow on us, but this is still a
Civic. It's a well-made, very comfortable and very affordable car with strong performance and a
fun-to-drive attitude. Available styles include LX 4dr Sedan 1. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda Civic. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out
Honda Civic lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Polarizing dash design, top-of-the-line models are pricey.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Honda has completely redesigned the Civic for Highlights include a more powerful
and fuel-efficient 1. The company has also improved the gas-electric IMA system for the Civic
Hybrid and restored the Civic Si trim's potency with a horsepower engine and a sportier coupe
body style. Midway through the year, Honda will also introduce a new "GX" trim level that runs
on natural gas. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Exactly what you want in a budget
sedan! If you are looking at older Civics, then it is obvious that you do not want a speed racer

vehicle to take to the drag races on Saturday nights, nor do you want an ultra-luxurious
Maybach with wine chillers in the dash. This car provides everything that you need in a compact
economy car and will definitely fit your budget! I have had this vehicle since brand new and
have never been disappointed. Here are a few key details that stand out on this vehicle- PROs:
-Zippy: When new, car was surprisingly fun to drive. The seats are well bolstered and pretty
comfy on drives less than 5 hours. Fluids and small parts are extremely cheap and prevalent in
stores. The only things that I could not do myself from Youtube tutorials were the starter motor
and water pump, and even then, they were both very cheap to replace. Paint is great after 12
years. People think car is new. For a compact car I never have trouble fitting anything inside.
The doors and undercarriage have very little insulation and the seals around doors will start to
leak after many miles. You cannot get luxury noise-reducing tires small enough to fit. Will leave
you wanting more. Please watch for cyclists. Otherwise, the system cannot keep up. Other than
what I have listed here, the car meets the standards of what an economy car should provide. If it
had more insulation and a better speaker system then I would keep mine forever. I highly
recommend it over any other older compact sedan on the market. If you keep up on the normal
maintenance and detail the vehicle properly when needed then you can keep this bad boy
running forever! Read less. Have had this car for nearly 3 years now and all we've had to do is
change the oil and filters. The only negatives are: Terrible and noisy Turanza EL Tires which are
dangerous in even a dusting of snow. Interior and exterior scratches seemingly by even looking
at them. Blind-spots are bad for backing, it's difficult to park properly as you can't see the
corners of the car. The , and Honda Civics have a rear suspension geometry problem that
causes rapid rear tire wear, roaring noise from the rear and vibrations at highway speeds. See
Honda Service Bulletin Mine has had this problem and working with the dealer and Honda
America it still hasn't been resolved. Looking at blogs it seems to be a common problem that
has caused a few accidents and worries over possible fatal accident occurring with tire
separation. I absolutely could not be happier with this purchase. Bought the car sight unseen
since Hybrids are in short supply and having never owned a Honda before. Quality materials
used throughout cabin. Love the split-level dash; very easy to read at a glance and keep an eye
on my instantaneous MPGs. The new Civic body style is beautiful. I probably would not have
purchased a Civic hybrid if they were still producing the last generation model. Not bad anyway
you look at it, and double the MPG of my old car! See all reviews of the Used Honda Civic. Write
a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Honda wants to sell , a year. That sound you hear is the iPod addicts lining up. Sponsored cars
related to the Civic. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Excellent dealership. They found me a better truck and I am very pleased with the results.
Good overall experience, everyone I dealt with was very friendly and they made the deal easy to
understand. Excellent, Beau, is the Best! Buying the car sight-unseen except for a virtual walk
around a Carfax, and all of the other photos they took and sent to me. They were as helpful as
they could be in every way! I highly recommend this dealership and especially Beau!!! All the
owners are good. This one is no exception. This place is ran by a great and very friendly guy. He
helped me through the process of buying a car and when I didn't know how something worked
he would be honest and explain it without making me feel dumb. He helped me to get a great car
at a good price. I would recommend this place to others. Contacted dealer said car is not there
any longer yet I'm still seeing ads for it, makes me think it is a bait car to get you to call them.
Dad an Son were Alsome very honest , professional,an helpful quality service ,I got a great deal!
First off they didn't have the one in photo with , miles instead they had the photo one with ,
miles. Overall not to bad of an experience. One big negative was the mileage listed was off by
10, miles. Contacted dealer was told car is still there, drove 45mins and car was not there.
Highly disappointed in the car salesman he then tried to push a new car on me. Deceptive
practices! Don't buy from Jay. Jay sold the car from under us while we were on the way up.
When we walked into the dealership they said he was upstairs talking to a client when he was
actually on a test drive in the car we were there to see. Thanks for the wasted two hour drive.
Horrible dealer. Lied to me. Ran my credit. Lied and said my credit was never ran. Never called
me back. The car was almost impeccable to be a used vehicle with no accidents. Thank you 1st
Klass Auto! We did not buy the ranger but we did purchase another vehicle from them.
Everyone was very helpful and patient with my son who was buying his first vehicle. They are
wonderful people and made car buying easy. I visited the dealership on the 26th to test drive the
scion. The car was making a loud noise and veering throughout the drive. Turns out the tire was
flat they said they would fix it the next day and I could pick up the car. They never called, when I
phoned them they said the mechanic was busy with other cars and would call when the vehicle
was ready. They never called back. I was in town specifically to buy this vehicle. They missed

out on an easy cash sale!!! Inside, the dashboard, instrumentation, and controls represent a
complete departure from established norms. In the location where gauges would normally go,
the Civic has a giant tachometer. Stereo and climate controls appear to be integrated parts of
the design rather than components that get bolted into it, while the transmission shifter and
parking brake lever live in a pod jutting out of the center console. Even the rather undersized
steering wheel is unusual. As was true before, the new Civic comes with a variety of powertrain
choices, and power and fuel economy improve across the board. Most Civics have a new 1. A
natural gas version of this engine is offered in the Civic GX, and it generates hp. Naturally, the
performance-tuned Civic Si returns, now a 2-door coupe instead of the previous 3-door
hatchback. It has a hp, 2. The Si also boasts a sport-tuned suspension and bigger wheels and
tires. For maximum fuel economy, get the Civic Hybrid, now rated to return 50 mpg in combined
driving. Using a 1. Obviously, the Civic drives differently depending on the version. The
common thread between them is a light, effortless, refined dynamic that makes each Civic
enjoyable to drive in its own way. The hardest thing to get used to, aside from the unusual
instrumentation, is the tiny steering wheel, which looks and feels too small. Regardless of body
style, the new Civic features comfortable front seats separated by an innovative new
multi-function storage console with lots of nooks, crannies, and bins. The console sits low, and
in combination with the minimalist dashboard and all of the glass, the Civic feels positively
huge. Wider than it used to be, the new Civic sedan is more accommodating for rear-seat
passengers, too. The coupe, however, loses backseat room due to its more rakish design. Trunk
space measures 12 cubic feet for the Civic sedan, while the coupe loses just a bit of volume to
come in at Hybrids offer The Civic GX has its compressed natural gas tank to contend with,
reducing trunk volume to just 6. For , the Civic takes a big step forward in terms of onboard
technology. One glance at the dashboard instrumentation will convince you of that. As far as
infotainment is concerned, satellite radio is now available for the car, and top versions offer a
navigation system with voice recognition technology. A CD player is standard on all but the
base DX trim level, and both steering wheel controls for the audio system and an auxiliary audio
input jack are available. In addition to these improvements, the Civic Hybrid boasts
next-generation Integrated Motor Assist technology that allows the gasoline engine to shut
down more frequently in order to maximize fuel economy. Standard safety equipment includes
antilock brakes, dual front airbags, and side curtain airbags. Active front-seat head restraints
are also new for , designed to help prevent whiplash when the Civic is rear-ended. The Civic
coupe, unfortunately, earns no better than a 3-star rating for side-impact protection for the
driver. Arguably, the Honda Civic is one of the most refined and sophisticated cars in its class,
and that comes at a price. Such is the price of progress. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda Civic listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized Honda Dealer. With the dramatic
redesign of the Honda Civic, the future of transportation is here, today. Why Use CarGurus?
This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Compare 8 Civic trims and trim families below to
see the differences in prices and features. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how
we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free
for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
Trim Family Comparison. DX View 2 Trims. Features 1. DX 4dr Sedan. LX View 2 Trims. LX 4dr
Sedan. EX View 2 Trims. EX 2dr Coupe. Si View 1 Trims. Additional or replacing features on EX
2. Civic Si Si 2dr Coupe. GX View 1 Trims. Additional or replacing features on Si 1. Toyota Prius.
Toyota Matrix. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. A majority of all used US

imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
miata bumper cover
used 5r55s transmission for sale
ford territory parts manual
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

